
Linz Texas 
Medium sized cities see themselves not only as historical centres, but also as an adjacent 

setting within a dynamic, regional agglomeration. They shift between rural idyll and 

chronically overburdened traffic intersections. They are innovative business locations but yet 

they remain provincial. 

Linz, the capital of Upper Austrian, is an example of medium-sized city. Not only because of 

its average size and geographical location between the “hot spots” of Vienna and Salzburg, 

but rather due to its widely scattered palette of characteristics. In the past, Linz has learned 

to take advantage of its position between the capital, Vienna, and the charming tourist town 

of Salzburg. Linz has developed a remarkable flair for innovation and has managed to shift 

the structural and image emphasis from its cumbersome, inseparable heritage of National 

Socialism and heavy industry to a city that is increasingly winning international recognition for 

experiments such as Forum Design or Ars Electronica. 

In 2009 Linz will be the European Capital of Culture. These special circumstances call for 

new profiles. Even before the official opening of the Capital of Culture, the exhibition “Linz 

Texas” takes a good-humoured, light-hearted journey to cities and regions around the world 

with which Linz could be related. Some places seem to be a perfect match but others, just as 

with relatives, only have a few things in common with this city. The exhibition seeks to find 

attributes one would find in Moscow, Manchester or Davos and similarities Linz would have 

with Madrid, Wolfsburg or Galati. An urban “road trip film” searches for the answer and goes 

to the ends of the earth. An adventurous, encircling dance appears by comparing the 

destinations, observing the city of Linz– and its relatives – anew to refresh and inspire the 

imagination. 
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Angelika Fritz (born 1967) is a curator and an architectural theorist as well as the curator of 
Ornament & Display at the kunsthaus müerz / Styrian autumn 2005, co-curator of the project series 
Import Export (film presentation, symposiums, exhibitions, publications) in Mumbai, Vienna, Berlin as 
well as the exhibition Reserve der Form at the Künstlerhaus (Artists House); in 2005 and 2003 she 
served as commissioner for the Austrian contribution to the Architecture Biennale in Sao Paulo; earlier 
she worked for the exhibitions for the Secession and the Art Hall Vienna, since 1998 she has 
accomplished numerous projects with local artists, architects, and theorists in southern Asia. 
International publications and course instruction. 
 


